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The rise of the military establishment in Syria:

In his book ‘The Army and Political Power in the Arab Context’(1), Dr. Azmi
Bishara suggests that in the period that followed the independence of Third World
countries after WWI, the military establishment appeared to be the most organized institution and the most capable of carrying out the tasks of modernization.
It seemed capable of playing the progressive role required to modernize our backward agricultural societies. This view allowed military men to feel independent
and see themselves as a special group or a force independent of society, crystallizing its own interests and acting as an isolated bloc from society. Dr. Bishara sees
“the army as a social class with specific features(2),” whose members form an “alternative middle class, in the event the middle class is weak(3).” Bishara said, “In
the absence of a strong and organized middle class with an ideology of its own,
military men’s role rises to fill up this place and change social dynamics as they
present themselves as representatives to unite and protect the nation— a melting
pot of national unity.”
The defeat of Arab armies in the 1948 Palestine war and the establishment of
the state of Israel played a significant role in encouraging the military coups in
the Middle East, as they created widespread anger against the traditional ruling
elites. This coincided with nationalist and socialist revolutionary ideas being on
the rise globally, with political organizational influence reaching various Syrian
factions who promoted ideas such as “revolutionary change” and “revolutionary
legitimacy” that made military coups more acceptable or at least avoided social
confrontations.
The military was able to rise in Syria due to the weakness of the political institutions, established by the old ruling elites after France’s exit, and the absence
of a new middle class to establish ties between the working class and farmers on
the one hand, and the city, upper classes and the ruling elites on the other hand.
So, the existing system remained, controlling small urban trade sectors, whilst the
military establishment was the most organized institution, in addition to possess(1) ‘The Army and Political Power in the Arab Context’, Azmi Bishara, Arab Center for Research and
Policy Studies, Beirut, 2018.
(2) Ibid, page 26.
(3) Ibid, page 50.
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ing weapons. The role of rural inhabitants grew in the military as wealthy, middle
class and even poor city inhabitants showed reluctance to join the military, preferring dedicating themselves to education or scientific professions such as medicine,
law and engineering. Rural inhabitants, however, especially poor minorities, saw
volunteering in the army as a source of income. This was helped by the flexible
policies of urban Sunni leaders towards minorities, whose involvement they did
not view as an imminent threat.
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Syria, a victim of military coups

The military’s rise in Syria kickstarted the era of military coups in the Arab
world as the establishment made a record in how many coups it led and how much
power it forcibly seized. 1949 alone witnessed three successive coups: Husni alZa’im’s coup in March, Sami al-Hinnawi’s in August and Adib Shishakli I in
December. Then in December 1951, Adib Shishakli II’s coup took place followed
by another coup in February 1954 where power was transferred to political parties
and democracy was restored in Syria as officers’ interest in politics and power
continued. Then something resembling a military coup took place after a secret
visit between a military delegation consisting of a group of military council officers and former Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser.
Led by Major General Afifi al-Birzri, the delegation, who hadn’t obtained authorization from the government or parliament, agreed with Egypt on January
1958 to establish an integrative Syrian-Egyptian unit based on conditions laid out
by Abdel Nasser. The conditions were later imposed on the government and parliament as a new era of intelligence rule rolled out in Syria. In September 1961, a
coup to separate Syria from Egypt, led by Abd al-Karim al-Nahlawi, took place,
ending the unity era between the two countries. Then on March 8, 1963, another
coup took place that brought about what became known as the Baath authority.
Led by Salah Jadid, an internal coup in the Baath authority overthrew the historical leadership of the party on February 23, 1966. This was followed by another
internal coup on November 16, 1970, led by Hafez al-Assad, in which he defeated
Salah Jadid in what was seen as the last successful military coup in Syria. So,
over two decades (between 1949 and 1970), Syria witnessed 10 military coups, in
addition to a number of failed attempts.
Syria’s struggle with military rule was twofold— in addition to the general features that resulted from being ruled by a military tyranny, Syria also suffered the
sectarianization of its military and security establishments. This sectarianization
had an impact on the process of defining the state’s administrative role in formulating policies, managing the state’s resources and economy, and the formation of
the capitalist elite communities that grew under Assad and later his son.
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According to Bishara, the process of sabotaging and sectarianizing the Syrian
military establishment passed through five basis stages that he reviews in some
detail (page 111 to 126) in his above mentioned book “Military and Politics.” We
can summarize these stages as follows:
The first stage was the period of the French mandate over Syria until 1946
during which Sunnis formed the majority of the “Army of the East” (a French-given name). The French also formed their own special units that enjoyed a sectarian
or ethnic nature that was passed onto the independence phase that lasted between
1946 and 1954.
The second stage was between 1954 and 1963 and saw officers more involved
in politics than military affairs. This period saw the formation of five competing
blocs and ended with the officers’ announcement of the unity with Abdel Nasser
in February 1958.
The third stage, which was the first stage for the ideological army, was between 1963 and 1970, and saw conflict take place on sectarian basis between the
different factions of the March 8, 1963, coup. This period also saw an expansion
in the recruitment of Alawites in the army and security apparatus and the elimination of the influence of Sunni, Druze and Ismaili officers, a move that led to Alawites taking control of both institution. A conflict then emerged between the ruling
Alawite elite, Salah Jadid and Hafez al-Assad, followed by the latter defeating the
former in November 1970.
The fourth stage, which was the second stage for the ideological army, was
itself divided into two phases. The first phase was between 1970 and 1973, and
saw the rebuilding of the army to prepare for war with Israel, while the second
was between 1973 and 1983, and saw the establishment of an ideological army
controlled by Alawites and the struggle with the Muslim Brotherhood.
The fifth stage, the post-1983 phase, saw the consecration of Hafez al-Assad, the rise of the slogan “our leader to infinity … the protecter Hafez al-Assad,” and the distribution of shares in military, security and civil duties among
Alawite clans. The distribution of civil duties took place in accordance with sects
and regions in ministries, parliament, local councils and party leaderships and its
branches. This phase also saw the size of the army grow to half a million soldiers
in a country of no more than 13 million people, as the political system completed
its clientelistic structure.
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A profound political and social change starting March 1963:

The coup of March 8, 1963, differed from the military coups that preceded it because while the previous ones were confined to changing the political ruler without prejudice to the existing economic system or social structure, this one carried
out measures that had a profound economic, social as well as political impacts—
with the exception of the unity era, during which Abdel Nasser’s measures led to
radical change in the political climate, in addition to economic measures such as
the nationalization of some industrial companies and agricultural reform that affected the societal structure, leaving to the “separation coup” in September 1961,
only three and a half years after the unity was announced. This phase, which was
characterized by Egyptian dominance over Syria where the totalitarian Nasserite
regime imposed its political and economic measures on the country, dealt a major
blow to the capabilities of the Syrian society and its traditional and liberal elites,
paving the way for the success of the March 8, 1963, coup.
In light of the ideological and social background of the new Baathist(1) military
authority, and in light of its need for concrete and solid steps on the ground to form
a distinct identity that strengthens its authority; “The most important step taken
by the 1960s Baath was to deepen the agricultural reform law (No. 161, September 27, 1958), which was issued during the unity, so the new Baath party issued
Decree 88 of June 23, 1963, which lowered the ceiling for private ownership of
land to 15-55 hectares in irrigated land, and 80-300 hectares in rain-fed water(2).
As a result of this procedure, the state seized the land of big owners, distributing a
portion of it to farmers to invest in it without ownership, and keeping the rest. And
until 1975, the state only distributed 33.3% of the confiscated land to the farmers,
excluding and selling 23.5%, and allocating 18.1% to cooperations, ministries and
associations, while the rest remained without distribution(3).”
(1) Power was in the hands of the military, while the Baath party was a front and tool. This is confirmed
by those who witnessed the March 1963 coup where the Baath leadership was not the one that made the
coup decision. In an exclusive interview with researcher Hanna Batatu, Wafiq Arnous said, “There were
268 members in the civilian Baathist movement, which had nothing to do with the 1963 coup or any role
in it.” Batatu quoted Shibli Al-Aysami as saying that the civilian section that was reconstituted after the
March 8, 1963, coup didn’t exceed 400 members (Hanna Batatu, Syria’s Peasantry, page 310.)
(2) Hanna Batatu, Syria’s Peasantry, Arab Center for Research and Policy Studies, 2014, page 313.
(3) Ibid, page 86.
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The Agricultural Relations Act (No. 134 of 1958, amended by Decree No. 218
of 1963), which provided protection for farmers, had a major impact on the countryside and dealt a blow to big owners. However, the state reforms, as argued by
Raymond A. Hinnebusch, who said, “It didn’t lead to a fundamental change in
the social structure(4),” as middle monarchies remained intact, and the position of
medium-sized owners, who became influential in the new Baath authority, was
strengthened. Hanna Batatu made the same argument in his book Syria’s Peasantry.
In addition to the agricultural measures, the Baath authority nationalized large
and medium-sized companies across the sectors of industry, commerce, banking,
insurance, transportation and services, and nationalized banks in 1963. Volker
Perthes said that, “In response to the April 1964 Hama riot, the eight largest industrial and commercial companies were nationalized, and in January 1965, 120
other industrial establishments were either partially or fully nationalized. In the
following months, the Baath authority nationalized more commercial enterprises,
including all the cotton gins, all private energy-producing factories that were destined to be transferred into public ownership(5).” As for Kamal Deeb, he said that,
“The Baath authority nationalized 15 textile factories in 1964, taking control over
25% of the shares of 15 other factories … then came the 1965 policies when they
embarked on a nationalization campaign that included electricity, oil derivatives
distribution, and cotton ginning, as well as 70 import and export companies(6).”
The state monopolized the import and export of some commodities, such as
cotton, grains, iron and medicine. It is well known that the nationalization took
place arbitrarily, and in an ill-considered and unorganized manner, where even
small shops were nationalized in some cases, according to many laughable tales
told. The state even controlled foreign trade and part of the domestic wholesale
market.
Whoever sits in the ruling seat with his hand on the steering wheel can direct
it however he wishes— and controlling the state means controlling the whole society, with all of its parts. To consolidate its authority and confirm its identity, the
Baath authority began taking steps to expand road networks, build schools and
clinics, provide electricity to the depths of the countryside, and facilitate loans
(4) Raymond A. Hinnebusch, ‘Authoritarian Power and State Formation in Ba’thist Syria’, Westview
Press, 1990.
(5) Volker Perthes, The Political Economy of Syria under Asad, page 85.
(6) ‘Kamal Deeb, Dar An-Nahar,The Modern History of Syria’, Beirut, 2011 (page 319).
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and seeds to secure agriculture. It also established government institutions to buy
the main crops from farmers at fixed prices. These measures linked villages to the
state, and curbed the farmers’ need for the city, loans, or traders and their services
to market their produce. Baath supported the struggle of the poor peasants and
the poor urban classes against the traditional elites, relying on the youth— especially as the leaders of the March 1963 coup were in their 30’s. These measures
contributed to the formation of the popular base that the coup authority needed
to consolidate its power and gain “revolutionary” legitimacy. Baath’s popularity
grew in the countryside in particular— especially amid memories of the peasants’
struggle, feudalism, and the conditions of exploitation and oppression that the
farmers suffered. The city’s control over the countryside was still fresh in people’s
memory, and farmers and the countryside in general grew fond of Baath, an affect
that was delayed in the cities, especially in Damascus and Aleppo.
The measures of the March 8, 1963, coup eliminated the classes and social
groups that previously prevailed, politically, economically, and socially. Traditional influential families and families of businessmen— such as Al-Azm, AlYusef, Al-Quwatli, Al-Atassi, Al-Barazi, Al-Shishakli, Al-kikhia, Ibrahim Pasha,
Al-Tatari, Shabraq, Al-Kanj, Ismail and others— lost their influence, and no longer rode fancy cars, owned large homes or enjoyed influence in state departments;
these privileges became the new leaders’.
Before these measures, power was in the hands of the landowners and businessmen, and civil servants took orders from them. However, after 1963, influence
belonged to statesmen, especially army and security officers, as well as Baath
leaders and leaders of workers and farmers’ unions and other state institutions
and establishments. Businessmen of the past, as well as former big landowners,
sought the new influential group’s acquiescence in various forms, and so did those
in need— who were many. Whether the person in need was a businessman looking for a bargain or a poor citizen looking for work or to have something done,
everyone went to the statesmen for help instead of the old crew.
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The economy is the first victim of military rule

The economy was the first victim of the “Baath” coup, not only for reasons
related to the nature of the new authority, but because this type of totalitarian regime, regardless of who rules, ultimately fails to manage the economy or achieve
economic or human development. The economy finds itself in a secondary place
under authorities that come to power on political bases, with authoritarian political motives amid nationalist and populist slogans.
The new authority’s measures— such as the nationalization of industry, funds,
and foreign trade, agricultural reform, the broad state control over the economy
and economic surplus and its allocation, the prevention of private investment or
big private ownership of means of production, the disruption of market economy
laws and their replacement with a centralized and order-based system that leaves
no room for initiatives by large companies who had become state-owned and
were now run by an inefficient bureaucracy— led to the formation of a massive
bureaucratic apparatus, and a rigid, and costly, centralization and bureaucracy that
hindered development and regeneration. The reins of significant sectors of society
and the economy fell hostage to the understanding, will, time and ability of a few
senior employees, or sometimes just one senior employee. Society as a whole
became at the mercy of unqualified bureaucrats who had no experience but still
held their positions for long periods of time without ever being held accountable.
The experience of dismantling an existing economic system, built over decades
of wide social activity in which a large number of people contributed, and replacing it overnight with an economic system that’s organized and managed differently, falls on the shoulders of any new authority— as it did on the Baath authority’s,
which had an enormous task to reorganize political, economic, social and cultural
life on new foundations in a short period of time. It has become required for those
with executive power to propose new visions to apply and develop in a personal experience, in which they imitate similar socialist experiences that preceded
them— a very difficult, if not impossible, task, even in the presence of great minds
and loyal cadres to carry out the project, as power struggles interfere in reforming the economy and society, directing them towards serving the dominant elites,
instead of the success of the model, with ambitious general goals that in practice
could lead to various different outcomes. In addition to this central point, the new
authority lacked institutions with high organizational and administrative capacity
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that could’ve mitigated the negative impacts of this rigid bureaucratic centralization. In fact, the Baath authority only built a weak and corrupt bureaucratic
authority so the negative impacts doubled.
What added to the devastation of the Syrian economy was that the military men
and civilians who assumed power after March 1963, either came from rural or
poor backgrounds or political circles from the middle class; their economic, production and development experience didn’t exceed the level of managing a store
or a small piece of land, but they were now in charge of running Syria’s economy
as a whole.
With the stroke of a pen, the new authority excluded the cadres of the preceding
state, including all those who previously ran the economy, decided economic policy and accumulated experience, and the new leaders, with their limited experience, found themselves facing the task of managing a huge number of companies
as well as industrial, commercial institutions and banks. Without experience or intention for delay, they hastily resorted to positioning a group of loyal members as
heads of these companies and administrations; school teachers, party employees,
workers, and others who had never accused similar duties, became general managers of industrial companies in which they didn’t know anything. Moreover, like
any weak new authority that lacks competent cadres, it opened its doors to social
climbers, opportunists and the corrupt, placing loyalty before competence, thus
hindering the development of real cadres, an incurable disease that accompanied
the Baath authority until 2010.
This situation created a deep contradiction between the huge tasks that the new
authority placed on its shoulders and the limited expertise and competencies of
these “revolutionaries leaders.” In fact, despite their rural backgrounds, the new
ruling elites didn’t even succeed in managing the agricultural sector. In this regard, Hanna Batatu cites a specific example, “The failed management of water
resources during the Baath/Assad era is one of the most significant negative outcomes of this authority’s policy, and one that’s difficult to repair. The farmers use
the expression ‘they slaughtered the water(1)’ to describe this situation.” In addition, “The size of investment areas shrank from an annual average of 6.5 million
hectares in the first half to the 60s to an annual average of 5.5 million hectares by
the first third of the 90s(2).”
(1) Hanna Batatu, previously mentioned source, page 76.
(2) Hanna Batatu, previously mentioned source, page 151.
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The new system’s need to gain supporters in the face of the old ruling classes
pushed it to focus on social justice issues that appeal to the poor; slogans of fair
income distribution, the elimination of feudalism and capitalism, and the implementation of social justice dominated the policies of the new authority. Consumed
by the distribution part, the authority neglected production and development, forgetting that the economy must grow first before there’s anything to distribute to
the people “fairly” to improve their living standard.
The new authority’s policy and rhetoric focused on supporting the poor, securing “hustlers” with food and drink, housing, clothing, eduction and medicine,
while ignoring that this represented only one side of the production process, and
lacking a broad, objective and scientific vision to build a prosperous material,
spiritual, economic, social and cultural society— an abundant society across all
fields, and what it requires of competent economic management to invest in Syria’s resources and people to create a solid material base for sustainable economic
and human development and achieve a higher level of well-being.
Even though this totalitarian authority, by expanding free education and healthcare services, the road network and agricultural support, broadened the bases of
human development and consumption and created a serious social movement that
had a positive effect in the short-term, in the long-term it killed the productive
capacity of the Syrian people. Whereas despite its shortcomings when it came to
the disparity or the unfair distribution of wealth and income, the capitalist system,
or the system before 1958 to be more specific, was more flexible, dynamic and
able to adapt to the market and changing times— that is more than a “revolutionary” force that led to backwardness across all fronts after coming to power and
losing the bet. This contradiction has continued with the Baath authority to this
day, despite the shift in its ideological orientation, economic and social policies,
and class alliances.
As a result, the Syrian economy, which used to occupy an advanced position
compared to other Third World economies, has retreated, and its productive capacity has deteriorated, becoming largely dependent on aid that comes from abroad.
We will cover these issues in the following sections.
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A partial shift in economic functions since November 1970

The first seven years of the Baath authority after 1963 were marked by intense
struggles between the revolutionary elite groups themselves. After the Baathists
succeeded in eliminating their coup comrades, the Nasserists and independents,
conflicts arose between the Baathists themselves, leading to radical junior officers
from the minorities overthrowing the historical leadership in a coup on February
23, 1966. The struggle then continued between the new ruling elites, leaving no
room for stability until one faction succeeded in the end, and Hafez al-Assad established a hereditary authority(1).
After Hafez al-Assad seized power in November 1970, taking complete control of military, legislative, executive and judicial powers, in addition to the role
of general secretariat at the “ruling” Baath party, the function of the economy
gradually changed. During the “revolutionary enthusiasm” phase of the 1960s,
especially before the 1967 defeat, economic slogans and direction were focused
on achieving justice, “implementing socialism,” eliminating feudalism, capitalism and backwardness, and developing a public sector, etc, beside being a tool to
consolidate power. Under Hafez al-Assad, however, the economy had a number
of key functions that somewhat differed from the traditional role, as it became a
tool to consolidate his power, with everything in Syria catering to his priorities;
the economy became a tool to gain loyalties by controlling a large portion of the
sources of income and the distribution of benefits. On the one hand, al-Assad
sought to expand the public sector and the role of various state institutions as
much as possible in order for the state to become the nation’s major employer.
Subsequently, the interests of the rest of the Syrians could be tied pungently to the
state, its decisions and policies. Concentrating all interests into the hands of the
state makes the masses dependent on the state and ensures their loyalty.
On the other hand, Hafez al-Assad used less radical leftist means to consolidate
his power in an attempt to win over traditional civilian families and a large portion
of urban and Sunni groups. The new leader left some room for the return of the
private sector and some room for businessmen to gain their support. Private sector
employers became in control of their workers’ livelihood, and thus their emotions
(1) Raymond A. Hinnebusch: Historical Background: The political economy of populist authoritarianism in Syria (1963-2000), unpublished paper presented at the Center for Syrian Studies at the University
of St Andrews, April 2008.
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and opinions, as the expansion in the private sector created a class of businessmen
loyal to Assad, whilst contributing to job creation, the production of commodities, and services that helped with development and meeting the people’s needs.
This earned him the support of groups that enjoyed a wide influence in the urban
Syrian community in particular, as well as a good reputation in the Gulf countries
that provided him with financial aid. It also improved the reputation of the Syrian
regime among Western countries, after the radical image that was created during
the rule of Salah Jadid. Most of the traditional elite families who were previously
in control found a way to adapt to the Baath authority as a new reality, especially
after 1970, some finding success while others not.
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Three waves of economic openness with non-economic motives

We can note three waves of partial economic liberalization that took place under the reign of Hafez al-Assad, starting with the first wave which came shorty
after he seized power in the autumn of 1970. During 1971 and 1972, the Baath
leader opened some door to the private sector, taking some very small steps, such
as allowing it to invest in some limited industries and applying quotas for private
sector imports of goods, which the state controlled. He toned down the anti-capital
rhetoric, and took some steps to facilitate Arab investments and encourage them
to come to Syria, although to no avail. Early on, he established some free zones
under the slogan “economic pluralism led by the public sector,”— or the state.
The 1973 constitution stipulated “individual ownership” (not private property)
as a form of ownership alongside state ownership and cooperative ownership. It
stipulated that individual property shall not be expropriated except for the public’s
benefit, and in exchange for fair compensation, and that the public confiscation of
funds is forbidden (see the 1973 Syrian constitution, articles 13 and 14).
Assad expanded these measures after 1974, especially in the fields of tourism,
contracting and trade, in light of an increase in aid coming from oil-exporting
Arab countries and the start of political rapprochement with the West. He was
forced to stop his liberalization measures since the beginning of the 80s though
after Al-Sadat’s separate agreement with Israel in March 1979, the rise of confrontations with Muslim Brotherhood rebels, and the return of Arabs’ negative
attitude towards the Assad regime for supporting Iran against brotherly Iraq. He
signed a friendship agreement with the Soviet Union in 1980.
The second wave of limited economic liberalization, which followed the stifling economic crisis of the mid-1980s, saw Assad grant some additional incentives to private investors in the tourism and agriculture sectors, and make it easier
to import without having to convert hard currency (or let importers use their accounts abroad). This phase witnessed the worst economic crisis experienced by
Syria under the Baath authority.
As for the third wave, it came after the collapse of the socialist camp in 1990,
and the start of peace negotiations with Israel in Madrid, in July 1991. A new law
was introduced –the Investment Promotion Law, (No.10 of 1991), and additional
incentives were made available to the private sector, such as giving it access to
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new sectors or granting it tax exemptions or import facilities. From 1990, businesspersons could also join the People’s Assembly.
Because of these policies, the private sector’s role grew, especially after 1991,
and investment groups were formed and started to grow and expand. “By 1973,
the private sector had seized control over 32% of foreign trade, and by 1981, 40%
of total exports and 35% of total imports(1).” By the early 90s, “The private sector
was contributing— according to a Damascus Chamber of Commerce bulletin—
about 55% of the GDP(2).”
What’s common between these three waves is that they were driven by
non-economic motives, that is economic liberalization that’s controlled, linked
to non-economic priorities, and restricted by fear of the growth of the capitalist
sector. According to an unpublished document by Samer Abboud(3), “Heidman
(1992) explained that, ‘selective’ economic stability programs in Syria were primarily political measures aimed at strengthening the authoritarian regime.” Hafez
al-Assad remained cautious in his policies, fearing the effects of the decline of the
public sector and the growth of the private sector. He continued to follow a conservative policy towards the private sector, capitalist development and the building of a free-market economy. He was keen to keep a “private sector that’s under control,” and avoided establishing institutions required by market economies,
such as private banks and private insurance companies, as well as further investment promotion legislation like ones that allow for the use of hard currencies and
others. He remained very conservative in his relationship with the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the World Trade Organization, and other capitalist financial and economic institutions. Even when he faced economic difficulties
in the 1980s, he undertook slow and limited economic reforms that did not grant
the private sector any real power or pose any threat to the stability of the regime.
Assad remained very conservative in the face of foreign investment, preferring Arab investment, except in the oil sector, which he opened at an early stage,
since the 70s, to international companies, driven by an urgent need to increase its
production and revenues; he believed that the government’s bureaucracy was im(1) ‘Angela Joya, Syria’s Transition, 1970-2005: From centralization of the state to market economy,
the Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, April 2008.
(2) Volker Perthes , ‘The Political Economy of Syria under Asad,’Riad El-Rayyes Books, 2012 (page
121).
(3) Samer Abboud , ‘Syria’s Economy and the Transition Paradigm,’ unpublished paper, the Center for
Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, April 2008.
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peding the development of oil production under nationalist slogans. Indeed, new
oil discoveries in Deir ez-Zor province by Dutch Shell and France’s Elf Aquitaine
contributed to the escalation of Syrian oil production during the second half of the
80s, and production reached an average of 620,000 barrels per day by the mid-90s
against consumption of less than 200,000 barrels per day. However, oil production then began retreating by 5% annually due to the lack of new discoveries. The
increase in oil production, alongside aid from GCC countries, especially Kuwait
after Syria participated in the international coalition against Saddam Hussein,
helped Syria overcome its stifling economic crisis during the second half of 80s.
On the other hand, Assad continued as much as he was able to during his rule to
maintain the social security network, despite its shrinking, as it supported low-income groups that formed the social support base for the Baath regime. He protected the social security network, as much as he could— partly so that his practices
would seem to match his slogans, but also due to his awareness of the dangers of
stirring the poor masses whose sons represented the social base of his authority,
and the striking power of the military, security and administrative institutions.
These factions ensured Assad remained in power after he came from the poor
countryside without any history to justify his ultimate seizure of power, in what
left the city wondering: where did this stranger come from to sleep with our family?
When the time required, Assad didn’t hesitate though to put pressure on the vast
poor factions without any concern it would affect the stability of his authority, and
relying on Syrians’ fear of his oppression. The economic crisis of the mid-80s was
enough to topple any government or authority in a country that enjoys a basic level
of democracy. “By 1987, the average purchasing power of medium-wage workers
in the public sector had fallen below what it was in 1970. In the 80s, as shown in
Table 3, retail prices increased sevenfold while wages not more than doubled(4).”
The deterioration of the Syrian lira’s exchange rate summarizes this deterioration
in living standards— it dropped from 3.9 lira against the US dollar until the end of
70s to about 50 lira against the dollar by the end of 80s, or has decreased tenfold.

(4) Volker Perthes, previously mentioned source, page 68.
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Corruption and promoting corrupting: tools to generate wealth
and control

In an early post-populist development, Hinnebusch believes, through his study
of the Syrian case, that “a radical elite will over time exhaust its ideological energies … giving way to personal corruption, especially in light of the absence of
accountability mechanisms in authoritarian regimes. The idolization of the elite
and corrupt manipulation leans towards state market interactions to give birth to
a new state bourgeoisie within the system … and the re-appropriation of the state
by the bourgeoisie and the spread of state power in the interest of capitalist development(1).”
Corruption was one of the main tools to implement the policies of the Assad regime and achieve his goals, amid insufficient funding to appease the ruling elites
and other groups whose loyalty he wished to gain. State salaries and benefits were
not enough to satisfy the ruling apparatus or create the type of wealth they aspired
to, so various forms of corruption that included abusing public funds for personal
interests, bribes in big government deals, smuggling, etc., became the effective
tool.
Rule of law, strong and impartial judiciary, alongside transparency and institutional work create a strong society in the face of the authority. They leave no room
for corruption, impedes the ruling elites from amassing corrupt wealth. The elites
will not be able to bestow benefits to the cronies in order to purchase their loyalty; nor can they abuse of anyone who demands rights and freedoms. That’s why
corruption was necessary, as a strategic first step to create an elite consisted of the
most powerful businessmen who worked directly with the regime. Then it was
important to form a business class whose interests were linked to the regime—
the spread of moderate corruption became a reward for the cadres serving in state
institutions at the expense of the Syrian people. Corruption descended from the
top to the bottom, and sheltered by large-scale corruption, small-scale corruption
spread, making large-scale corruption acceptable under the slogan: spread corruption, and make everyone corrupt, so that no one can accuse anyone and the very
big corrupt equals the small.”
(1) Raymond A. Hinnebusch, ‘Authoritarian Power and State Formation in Ba’thist Syria’, Westview
Press, 1990.
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Corruption under Hafez al-Assad passed through several stages:

The first stage: During the 1960s, corruption was very limited in Syria. When
the Baath party seized power in the coup that took place in March 1963, it was
small, and coup leaders were forced to open the door to membership. As it became the ruling party it attracted a large number of opportunists and aspirants, in
addition to enthusiasts for social justice and “revolutionary” change. Corruption
remained limited, despite the new conditions that encouraged its spread, such as
the state’s control of a large number of economic commercial, trade, industrial
and service institutions, which were run by unqualified individuals amid an atmosphere in which monitoring and accountability institutions were absent. Then
came the defeat of June 1967, placing the dominant military elites under the nightmare of defeat and the occupation of the Golan, amid complex feelings of guilt, at
a time where their authority was still fragile— this also helped corruption remain
limited.
The second stage: It started after 1974 after the end of the so-called war of
attrition, and achieving the “October victory”, which helped the military wash
away the shame of the June 1967 defeat. At that time, Assad had started developing closer ties with the West, and so he opened the Syrian market a little wider
to the private sector and relatively allowed foreign trade, especially after large
aid estimated at 2 billion dollars annually started coming from GCC countries
during those years, enabling the onset of many projects and deals. This is when
military and civilian public officials began imposing “royalties” and undisclosed
partnerships on businesspersons. Then came entering Lebanon, opening a wide
door for big-scale corruption in new and various forms. This phase was marked
by the fact that the children of those in power were still young, so they had to
be joined by businesspersons or taken bribes from. It was during this time that
a number of well-known businesspersons grew, including the most prominent:
Al-Shalah, Al-Attar, Al-Nahas, and Al-Aidi. But because the Syrian people had
not yet been tamed, criticism of corruption became louder and louder, and Hafez
al-Assad formed the Graft Committee in 1977. The committee detained a number
of businesspersons and several small government officials on charges of corruption, before it became clear that this would lead to very senior officials. The work
of the committee was suspended and its files kept in 1979. After the escalation of
the confrontations with armed Muslim Brotherhood rebels and the bombing of
the Artillery College in Aleppo in June 1979, Assad felt that the priority should
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be confronting them, and that he needed the sympathy of the business sector, especially the urban part of it. During this period, public officials were stockpiling
their wealth abroad, particularly in Lebanon where Syrian presence played a great
role in spreading corruption between the leaders of Syrian forces in Lebanon and
developing their skills at administrating it.
The third stage: It began when the sons of state leaders matured, especially from the 1990s onwards when they had established trade, industrial, and service companies, and their previous need for partners declined. The companies of
statesmen’ sons began competing with former partners, and businesses belonging
to the Assad, Makhlouf, Shalish, Khaddam, Tlass, and others, grew.
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Economic totalitarianism also failed in Syria

Since 1963, economic and political totalitarianism in Syria wasted the country’s material and human resources for half a century. In a previous section of
this study, we had summarized the contradiction between concentrating large administrative tasks, because of the state’s hegemony over politics, the economy
and administration, and placing impossible tasks upon the state apparatus when
weak cadres were in charge due to their loyalty at the expense of competence.
In addition to this, there was also an absence of evaluation and accountability as
large-scale corruption prevailed, creating a weak and highly centralized administration, a solid administration and a complex and opaque legislative structure
that allowed arbitrariness, and impeded national public and private economic institutions, weakening their production and reducing their profits, or forcing them
into losses. Thus, the public sector continued to be run inefficiently, government
by personal loyalties mixed with political appointees amid an absence of competence, and companies continued to suffer from excessive supervisory interference
from institutions and ministries they fell under, in addition to interference from
the party, the union, the governor, the numerous security branches, the municipality, health ministry, etc.
The private sector, which started gradually growing since the 70s, suffered an
anti-investment climate and complications and difficulties, especially the industrial private sector, which suffered the most, but remained a haven for Syrian private
investors as officials and their businesspersons preferred other service sectors that
turned quick profits and involved fewer problems. This unfriendly environment
for investment led to the continuation of the drain of capital abroad, and hindered
Syria’s benefiting from capital surplus of GCC countries, which were looking for
investment opportunities everywhere.
The result was that the Syrian economy remained a commodity economy dominated by small and medium-sized sectors that operated with a modest technical
level and low added value, producing light products that relied on labor-intensive
work. The industrial strategy aimed at “replacing imports” adopted by the Qatari leadership in the 70s failed, and the agriculture sector remained dominated
by traditional production methods, cheap and intense labor, weak mechanization
and low productivity. Development remained almost absent and low added value
products continued to dominate exports, as well as imports alongside consum-
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er, manufactured and semi-finish goods. This resulted in a lack of adequate improvement in Syria’s economic structure between 1970 and 1992. The table below
shows a comparison of the composition of the GDP between 1970 and 2000— the
totalitarian regime lost its capacity for economic production and the creativity capacity of the Syrian people. The political and economic isolation since 1963 has
produced no development.

Table (1) Composition of Syria’s GDP between 1970 and 1992

Industry
AgriculSector
and minture
ing
1970
1992

20%
30%

22%
16%

Building
and
infrastructure
3%
4%

Transportation

Trade

Cash,
insurance
and real
estate

11%
9%

20%
24%

11%
3%

Services

Total

13%
14%

100%
100%

Source: Volker Perthes, Political Economy in Syria under Assad’s Rule, page 64.

Inflating the state’s administrative apparatus, the party, youth and vanguard
members, as well as workers, farmers and women unions, with a large human surplus, whose expenses and offices and institutions were paid by the state treasury,
in addition to inflating the number of workers in the economic public sector and
state service institutions, in what was called social employment or the absorption
of unemployment without a real need, was one of the signs of waste that accompanied the Baath-Assad regime for four decades.
According to Hinnebusch, the total number of government employees at the end
of the 50s was 22,000, not including the armed forces. Volker Perthes, on the other
hand, said the number jumped rapidly to reach 135,000 employees (civil servants
and armed forces) in 1965, 236,000 by 1970, 757,000 by 1980, and 1,215,000 by
1990. These numbers do not include those working at the Baath party, revolutionary youth groups, vanguard members, workers, farmers and women unions, and
other entities funded by the state treasury. This inflation was not consistent with
the population increase, which was much slower. Moreover, the modest economic
growth could not justify this cancerous inflation in state institutions, which was
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politically motivated to consolidate power at the expense of efficiency and economic rationalization.
Table (2) Individuals working in government departments and in the economic public sector
Year

1965

1970

1980

1991

Civil servants
Armed Forces
and security
Total

70,000

136,000

457,000

685,000

65,000

100,000

300,000

530,000

135,000

236,000

757,000

1,215,000

Source: Volker Perthes, Political Economy in Syria under Assad’s Rule, page 236.

Adding military spending, the scale of the problem becomes even greater. According to Volker Perthes, the defense’s share in the state budget amounted to
35-40% during the 70s and 80s, and about 10-16% of the value of GDP. These
are very high rates, especially as they do not include spending on the purchase of
weapons. Perthes estimated that the state was spending about $570 million annually between 1970 and 1978, and more than $2.8 billion per year during the first
half of the 80s(1).
With a large portion of Syrian youth joining the unproductive institutions, the
military and security apparatus ballooned at a rate that was not in line with the
usual limits of a country the size of Syria, leading to wasted energies and resources. Before 2011, the Syrian army was estimated at about 325,000 personnel(2), in
addition to personnel of the four other main security agencies; military security,
state security, air force, and political security. There was also the criminal security
and the police, which are estimated to include more than 100,000 personnel. The
result was that the military and security institutions required significant funding
to finance the wages and salaries of the youth forces who have withdrawn from
the production process to join them. This is in addition to having to finance the
building and preparing of headquarters and facilities, and providing the forces
with very costly weapons.

(1) Volker Perthes, previously mentioned source, pages 73 and 75.
(2) The International Institute for Strategic Studies in London: www.iiss.org.
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Myriam Ababsa quotes government-owned Tishreen newspaper as saying
that(3), “In 2004, the number of employees working at state farms exceeded 6,000,
in addition to about 10,000 temporary workers,” meaning that the share of each
worker was = 21,000/16,000 = 1.3 dunums, the average of what each employee
looked after. This was at least 10 times less than what a farmer looked after on
his own private land. In her research paper, Ababsa argues that state farms were
a failed experience, explaining that, “State farms soon became associated with
low productivity and high production costs. In 1972, nine out of 15 farms were
lost, as the cost of producing milk in them was more than double its actual price
in retail(4).”
The inflation of the state institutions and military spending consumed a large
portion of economic surplus amid weak and corrupt tax collection, leaving only a
small portion for economic and human development, and that small portion was
poorly managed in light of inefficiency and corruption. German expert Volker
Perthes commented on this government bureaucracy, saying, “The majority of
government ministers in Syria, the Zuabi administration in 1992, for example, and
party leaders, are bureaucrats or practical politicians, whose careers were closely
linked to the party, the public sector or government administration, including security services, or even sometimes universities. Making up a rare portion of this
group are the technocrats, or the experts who are able to perform with merit within
any structure in Syria, outside of the framework of this bureaucratic complex(5).”

(3) ‘Counter-agricultural Reform in Syria (2000-2010),’ unpublished paper by Myriam Ababsa, the
Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, April 2008.
(4) Myriam Ababsa, Ibid.
(5) Volker Perthes, previously mentioned source, page 408.
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Characteristics of the economy produced by Hafez al-Assad’s rule

The general characteristics of the Syrian economy under Hafez al-Assad can
be abridged by saying that the economy was controlled by a failed public sector, posing a burden on the public treasury instead of supporting it. This public
sector dominated the big-scale production of extractive industries and the trade
of their products, and controlled a large part of the transformational industry as
well as the contracting, banking, insurance, and foreign trade sectors. Assad’s
public sector was also in charge of the trade of a number of strategic agricultural
products, such as wheat, barely, cotton, and sugar beets. Meanwhile, small private
businesses dominated broadly agriculture, land and sea transport, housing construction, maintenance services, workshops and small crafts. A dynamic small to
medium-sized private sector grew over the three decades of Hafez al-Assad’s rule,
despite all the difficult and impeding circumstances, with a large part of it growing
on marginal public sector businesses, such as trade and contracting. A dynamic
private industrial sector also developed under Assad’s rule, despite all the bureaucracy and restrictions. On the one hand, Syria had a workforce that was skilled
in traditional occupations and labor-intensive industries, as well as skilled businesspersons who have perfected the trade over thousands of years. On the other
hand, Syria suffered from a flabby and costly bureaucratic government apparatus
with rigid administrative and economic models and an inflated security and military apparatus that was beyond the country’s capacity, devouring resources and
leaving little room for development. This was in addition to the heavy security
that interfered in all aspects of life, the widespread corruption, and weak tax collection. The result of all this was the failure to transform the national economy’s
structure, which remained dominated by agriculture and trade until the 80s, until
oil emerged to play an increasingly significant role starting the second half of the
decade, before declining after 1996 as industry began playing a more prominent
role in the 90s.
Because of this inclusiveness, Syria missed irreplaceable historical opportunities to achieve a great development leap. It was capable of it until the 1950s,
but the control of a totalitarian regime, politically and economically from 1958
onwards, made is impossible to seize these opportunities. The first significant
opportunity would have been to take advantage of the high oil prices, and the
emergence of Gulf money after 1973 and Gulf countries’ need to build everything
from scratch. This could have been a great opportunity for the Syrian industry,
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agriculture, and contracting sectors. The second opportunity would have been to
take advantage of the 1977 agreement with Europe and open European markets to
Syrian industrial products, unilaterally— or without having to open Syrian markets to its counterpart’s products, as Europe had begun moving towards shutting
down labor-intensive industries, outsourcing them to developing countries and
importing the finished goods from them.
If we look at the state of the Syrian economy over the three decades from
1970 to 2000, it will become clear to what extent it was dependent on external
and rentier factors. The Syrian economy experienced two booms: the first was in
the second half of the 70s while the second was in the first half of the 90s of the
same century, and between them the country either experienced economic crisis
or stagnation. In both cases where the economy was booming, Assad was receiving aid from oil-rich Arab countries; in the 70s to support Syria’s steadfastness
against Israel, and in the 90s as a reward for its participation in the international
coalition to expel Saddam Hussein from Kuwait in 1991. This was in addition to
the increase in oil production and its exports, which was a rentier income by definition. Between these two phases, the economy suffered a severe economic crisis
in the 80s as GCC aid was cut off due to Syria’s support for Iran in its war against
Iraq, and continued to be in recession in the second half of the decade due to the
retreat of aid. This shows how the strengths of the Syrian economy have been
wasted, despite the diversity of its sectors, between agriculture, extractive and
manufacturing industries, tourism services, transportation, alongside a productive
workforce and highly skilled businessmen—all factors that could have made the
economy twice as powerful, if they had not been wasted by mismanagement, ill
intention, and corruption. Figure (1) shows the average rate of economic growth
and the GDP growth per capita between 1970 and 2005(1):
“Whether it is a direct oil producer, or a recipient of remittances or aid from
rentier Gulf countries, Syria can be described as a rentier state.(2)” Rather, it is
(1) Source: Syria Project Report 2015, Chapter One: Trends in Economic Growth - Methodological
Background: Economic Growth and Productivity, page 4. The chapter is a summer of the Syria 2025
project launched by Dr Issam al-Zaim at the State Planing Commission in 2001, a UN funded program,
that continued for several years, and included about 265 Syrian experts. The project produced an expanded report on the Syrian economy and scenarios for its development until 2025, but the Syrian government refused to publish it, hold any seminars about it, or promote it, because its analysis of the Syrian
economy was objective, and because it analyzed the weaknesses and strengths reasonably without any
positions against the government or the existing economic or political systems. This is an example of the
Baath regime not accepting any objective criticism that could help strengthen and develop the economy.
(2) ‘The developmental role of the state in the Middle East,’ unpublished paper by Soren Schmidt, the
Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, April 2008.
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rentier by proxy. During his rule, Assad relied to a large extent on converting
politically motivated rentier income into monetary income; he relied on Soviet
Union subsidies for military support, and Arab oil states, presenting his country as
one that confronted the enemy. Thus, he always needed an “enemy,” and showed
a knack for collecting rent from both, supposedly opposing, sources. Because
Assad’s development relied on collecting rent, its interruption would lead to an
economic crisis, as happened in the second half of the 80s. The increase of the
country’s oil production starting the second half of the 80s generated rentier income that contributed to improving the financial position of the public treasury.

Graph by: Fadallah Ghizr Aldin - Graphics Department in the “Syria 2025”
project
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Hafez al-Assad’s economic policy was governed by a series of contradictions,
whose variables he sought to reconcile as much as possible. Among the most
prominent of the contradictions were efforts to appease the masses who brought
the Baath party to power, on the one hand, while also appeasing the capitalist
elites who had started returning to Syria, on the other; policies that suited the
masses were inconsistent with those that suited the new rentier elites. This was
in addition to the contradiction between inviting global capitalists into Syrian
markets amid populist, anti-capitalist, and anti-colonial mobilization policies. Attempting to integrate himself within the global capitalist system, Assad remained
only half way there. Despite the pressures after the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the sweep of neoliberal ideas around the world, Assad did not resort to privatizing the public sector, but rather paved the way for private investment, opening
most economic sectors for investment, while maintaining his grip over it. Assad’s
economic contradictions were not much different from his political ones, which
included his political relations with the eastern camp and his economic relations
with the western camp, his suppression of leftist forces in Syria and alliance with
the Soviet Union, or his suppression of Islamic movements inside Syria and alliance with them abroad. Other contradictions included his embrace of the Iraqi
resistance against the US invasion but political support for Iran, which had come
to dominate Iraq after March 2003 with the help of the US. It was a dual game
that required skill to maintain this difficult balance, between labor and capital
interests.
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Apathy, silence, and killing off production capacity

Hafez al-Assad was always keen that no class or social group was in position
to pose any threat to his authority, or form collective awareness of its interests
and work towards a national project. So, he worked on ensuring all social classes
and groups remained dispersed as they competed for deals made available by befriending the state; Assad’s policies were based on dividing society into isolated
groups with no relation to one another.
Apathy was an essential feature of the Baath regime, which inevitably obstructed human capabilities. Assad preferred stability on all fronts, as he treaded slowly,
making changes in his own good time— even ones related to state leadership,
especially when it came to top leaders in the security or army. The officers who
stood by him during the November 1970 coup remained in his service for many
long years, some holding onto their positions until he died or even after. These
officers, who were from the coast and acted as the pillars behind the real power,
included Ali Duba, Muhammad Nassif, Muhammad al-Khouli, Shafiq Fayyad,
Ibrahim Safi, Adnan Badr Hassan, Ali Aslan, Ali Haidar, and others. Mustafa
Tlass, from the city of Rastan in the countryside of Homs, and Hikmat al-Shihabi,
from the city of Al-Bab in the countryside of Aleppo, were also part of this crew.
Leaders of the party, youth groups, as well as Trade unions, farmers unions,
women unions, and even the vanguard, remained in their positions for many
years. Some have stayed for more than two decades, including former Deputy
Prime Minister for Economic Affairs Salim Yassin, from Latakia, former Minister of Economics Muhammad al-Emadi, from Damascus, former Prime Minister
Mahmoud Zoubi, from Daraa, former Finance Minister Khaled al-Mahaini, from
Damascus, former head of the Federation of Trade Unions Ezz Eldin Nasser, from
Tartous, former head of the Farmers Union, Mustafa al-Ayed, from Raqqa, former
head of the Women’s Union Faryal al-Mahaini, from Damascus, and former vanguard head Ahmed Abu Musa, a Palestinian who remained in his position well into
old age, and others. When a person remains in the same position for long, they
will just repeat themselves. In a system that prohibits opposition and criticism,
officials neither become aware of their shortcomings nor are ever challenged and
forced to rethink their actions— on the contrary, they tend to defend all of their
actions, regardless of their shortcomings, as they begin eliminating their critics
and drawing their promoters nearer. This mechanism governed nearly all state
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institutions, across all time periods, with perhaps only a few exceptions. Anyone
who held a position, whether small, medium or big, looked up; for approval from
above was the basis for their staying in power or promotion, never below, to the
results of how their actions affected real life on the streets. This situation made the
issue of absolute and unconditional loyalty to the regime, and personal loyalty to
leaders controlling whichever sector, the basis for appointment to any position of
any level. It also guaranteed the appointment of unqualified leaders, who in turn
appointed even less qualified individuals to work under their weak management;
the perfect recipe for the deterioration of any administration’s capabilities. Moreover, because efficiency and productivity were not the basis for good evaluation
and promotion, competent employees working with the state remained silent.
Junior officials were reluctant to make suggestions that contradicted the convictions and interests of their superiors, jumping to support them and confirm the
validity of their decisions, regardless of merit, benefit or harm. This was a system
that impeded people’s ability to think, slowed down their brain, while killing enterprise and depriving Syria of its sons’ minds, energies, and creativity. Based on
the authority’s favorite motto, “Speech is silver, but silence is golden,” the saying,
“he who takes initiative or speaks out makes mistakes,” also prevailed. As a rule,
juniors waited for instructions from their superiors, who received their instructions from their own superiors, who also received theirs from above, then above,
and above, and all major political, economic, or military policies and decisions
came from one man: the president.
The elites who were capable of proposing ideas and solutions to Syrian problems were isolated from the authority; everyone knew they had no influence on
the course of affairs or impact on the existing political and economic systems, and
that it is best for them to remain silent. They had no role in choosing the leadership of their unions or municipal councils. Everyone knew the People’s Assembly
was more like a mock council with no authority, and the Progressive National
Front parties never had a role or influence in political or economic decisions, nor
could they address problems such as the deterioration of the education system, for
example, or healthcare, or water depletion, etc. It was clear no one cared about the
People’s Assembly opinions or suggestions. The Syrian authority lived in a closed
box, separated from the society, which lacked opposition to force it to rethink its
actions. There were no free platforms discussing thought, economic theory, or
schools of thought, in the country, neither were there free media, even partial, to
present all opinions, dive into reality, and shed light on it through rich analyses
and investigations. Under Assad, the media adopted an approach and culture of
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absolute and continuous praise of the leader’s approach. There was only a narrow
margin for criticism of some aspects of economic policy and performance, specific institutions, or corruption— but without referring to the corrupt by name or
criticizing the economic approach the country has adopted. Because of all this,
Syria began to lose its productive capabilities, and Syrians began to lose their
historical skills.
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Rapid change in economic policy after the takeover of Assad’s son

Hafez al-Assad died on June 10, 2000, and the process of inheritance was accomplished in record speed and in a controlled manner based on a scheme set by
the former leader himself before his death, with which he tasked Mustafa Tlass,
who quickly began promoting the “No Change”— or inheritance— charade.
Wanting stability and amid fears of confronting the authority, the Syrian people
remained silent about the passing down of power from Hafez al-Assad to his son.
Moreover, the civil society launched its first body, “the Committees to revive the
Civil Society”, at the beginning of Bashar al-Assad’s era. They called for gradual
political reform, while large sectors of Syrian elites were hopeful about this young
“open-minded” man, who had studied in Britain, and married a Syrian-British
woman from a well-known family in Homs, the city from which two previous
presidents had come, Hashem al-Atassi and Nour al-Din al-Atassi. The latter was
imprisoned by Hafez al-Assad with the rest of the country’s leaders from the 1970
coup until his death in 1992.
In his inauguration speech, on July 17, 2000, after a referendum on his presidency(1), Bashar al-Assad made vague promises of change that shortly after became clear were empty promises as he arrested ten peaceful civilian opposition
leaders on September 2001 for no reason other than their peaceful expression of
the Syrian people’s desire for reform within the existing system.
Bashar al-Assad’s pledge for change soon became about “reform,” before
transforming into a promise for “development and modernization”— two things
that in reality did not make their way to any areas other than economic policy and
discourse to meet the interests of the new rentier capitalist elites emerging from
amongst the ruling elite. The structure of the regime and its policies in all other
fields remained the same though, amid an easing of the grip of the security services, which had become more brutal with the events of the Muslim Brotherhood
that took place between 1975 and 1982, and remained tight until the year 2000.
The media gained some freedom under Bashar al-Assad, but remained under control as well.

(1) Bashar al-Assad addresses the People’s Assembly after taking the constitutional oath: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=dsNwHs9B6RI
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At the beginning of his term, Bashar seemed hesitant or not confident about
what he was doing, as he had not yet acquired the keys to all the different aspects
of authority. Former leaders who had accompanied his father, and known him
since he was a child, were still in charge of key parts of running the country—
these were officials Hafez al-Assad held onto, to guard his seat, whereas before
his death, he removed anyone who posed a threat to his son’s rule, pending the
anticipated transfer. As he consolidated his power though, Bashar gradually removed his father’s guards from the prominent positions they still held, including
Shafiq Fayyad, Ibrahim Safi, Ghazi Kanaan, Adnan Badr Hassan, Ali Aslan, and
others. There is no doubt that these leaders, who had worked with Hafez al-Assad since 1970, were not comfortable obeying this young man, whom they knew
as a small child, as they held the top leadership positions in the country. Prior to
his death, Hafez al-Assad removed a number of leaders from the path of his son,
including his own brother Rif’at, early, in the mid 1980s, Major General Ali Haidar, the commander of the special forces, in September 1994(2), General Hikmat
Al-Shihabi, the chief of staff, in 1998, and Ezzedine Nasser, the president of the
Federation of Trade Unions.
When Bashar al-Assad first came to power, the state’s financial position was
balanced, but economic performance in the few years before his rule was weak,
with growth rates, not just low, but in the negative. Oil production had started
to decline at a rate of 5% annually, after having reached its highest rate in 1996,
with an average daily production rate of 620,000 barrels, at a time where local
consumption was increasing, but at around 200,000 barrels per day. By 2010, the
state’s revenues from oil exports had gradually shrunk, and production was at
about 380,000 barrels per day while consumption at about 340,000, and the new
capitalist elites had moved to a strong position from which they could apply pressure on the authority.
Bashar al-Assad found himself between factors pushing him to move forward
with plans to build a capitalist market economy, and other factors that curbed his
enthusiasm on the move, warning him of it(3). However, the interests of the new
emerging financial elite, especially the children of officials, were stronger than the
fear of reform, as Bashar saw the power of the emerging businessmen as an ally
(2) It is widely believed that Hafez al-Assad removed Ali Haidar from his position, imprisoning him
for some time in August 1994, because he objected to the return of Bashar al-Assad from London after
his elder brother Bassel al-Assad was killed in a mysterious traffic accident in early 1994 ahead of the
inheritance scheme.
(3) Samir Seifan, ‘Syria on the Path to Economic Reform,’ the Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, 2008.
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force; a part of the regime and its allies. So, he decided to expand the transition
to a capitalist market economy, without explicitly ever declaring that, in response
to the interests of the emerging rentier capitalist market and the prevailing spirit
of the era. Following his father’s footsteps in consolidating his power beyond any
considerations, Bashar chose the Chinese model of liberalization, which centered
on economic liberalization without political liberalization. However, he did not
borrow the Chinese name “market socialism” for it. “Syria chose the same path to
reform that China and Vietnam took, but failed to achieve what the two countries
have. The country’s transitional experience resembles those of the two transitional
Asian countries, Vietnam and China, in adopting a gradual approach to the dual
track. However, Vietnam and China have been more successful in achieving the
decentralization of political power, revitalizing the public sector, and harmonizing
their economies with the global market.”(4)
Unsure how to disclose his market economy plans, Bashar refrained from disclosing the nature of the reform he sought. He launched a dialogue about economic reform soon after he assumed power that lasted for several years in an effort to
gain the approval of the party, state institutions, and different social circles that
would be affected by it. Bashar then found his calling in the so-called “social
market economy,” which was adopted by the tenth conference of the ruling Baath
Party(5) in June 2005 as part of the five-year (2006-2010) plan, but never saw any
part of its implementation actually come to life. None of the state institutions
bothered to study the German model of the market economy— which takes into
account the social aspect, is referred to by Germans as “organized capitalism,”
and is an accurate example of European capitalist systems, adapt it to Syria, and
translate it into specific policies. Instead, it was just a slogan used for propaganda
as liberalization policies moved forward, based on the recommendations of the
World Bank without having to impose them.
He chose this phrasing to mitigate the impact of transitioning from a “socialist
system” as stipulated in the constitution to a capitalist market economy where the
private sector played a central role. This phrasing reassured the national and leftist
groups that the social aspect will be taken into account, when in fact that did not
happen at all. Instead, laws and decrees of economic liberalization that were not
carefully studied began rolling, amid propaganda amongst economic circles. No
(4) ‘Syria’s Economy and Transitional Paradigm,’ unpublished paper by Ferdinand Arsalanian, the
Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, April 2008.
(5) Decisions of the 10th conference of the ruling Baath Party in Syria in June 2005 http://baathparty.
sy/arabic/index.php?node=552&cat=427&
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document defining what market economy model the country was adopting was
ever issued, and no clear plan for the transition towards a market economy was
ever disclosed. Following the ad hoc policy, Bashar moved slowly, step by step,
towards a market economy, and observing reactions. These steps were dominated
by the interests of rentier capitalists, of whom the sons of the regime’s leaders
constituted the striking force(6).
All of the steps to liberalize the economy and complete the implementation of a
market economy took place without a comprehensive plan laying out the negative
impacts on vulnerable groups and economic sectors, especially agriculture and
industry. The cruelest step for citizens and private industrial companies was when
the state raised the prices of diesel in the beginning of 2008 from 7 Syrian lira to
25 at once (1 US dollar traded at about 47 Syrian lira at the time). The measure
stirred anger amongst low-income groups that the authorities were unable to contain. A UN report on Syria then “sounded the alarm on the social and economic
impacts of market reforms on the society.”(7)
These measures did not only affect the living standards of low-income groups,
which made up the majority of the population, but also the industrial business
sector, as the free liberalization of the Syrian markets and the Syrian-Turkish partnership agreement establishing the free trade zone— which was signed in 2005
and came into effect in 2007— negatively affected the industrial sector, and led to
the closure of thousands of shoe, furniture, clothing, and other workshops. “The
Syrian economic reforms did not progress beyond being relatively superficial reforms that were taken without much consideration, and that was either because of
the state’s inability to implement more complex institutional reforms, or because
private interests had become much more dominant within the system, and the
president owed them as well. The result was that the economy was unable to benefit from the liberalization of trade or banking or the shift from public to private
sector production, and instead of creating growth, economic liberalization led to
a non-dynamic, rentier, and inequitable economy, with zero growth, and that is
more dependent on oil revenues as ever.”(8)
(6) Samir Seifan, ‘Syria on the Path to Economic Reform,’ the Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, 2010.
(7) ‘Syria’s Transition, 1970-2005: From centralization of the state to market economy’ by Angela Joya,
the Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, April 2008.
(8) ‘Changing Regime Discourse and Reform in Syria,’ unpublished paper by Aurora Sottimano, the
Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, April 2008.
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These steps were beneficial for a small class of people, especially the ruling
elites, but had negative impacts on the lives of the vast majority of people. It was
reform in the interest of the few at the expense of the many. They also led to the
development of a rentier capitalist class that invested in trade and services with
the help of its partnership with state leaders. So, “The restructuring of the state did
not curb the role of the state, it instead transformed it into serving the interests of
the public sector.”(1)

(1) ‘Syria’s Transition, 1970-2005: From centralization of the state to market economy’ by Angela Joya,
the Center for Syrian Studies at the University of St Andrews, April 2008.
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The Syrian economy before the March 2011 uprising

As a result of the economic policies of Hafez al-Assad and his son over 40
years, the imbalance in the design and implementation of Syrian economic policy became obvious in the immediate years before 2011. The negative impacts
were obvious in the imbalance between the basic income-producing sectors and
the rentier sectors. The former included agriculture, some manufacturing industries, construction, transportation, and tourism, which provided the bulk of job
opportunities, but had not grown to its potential or necessary level. The rentier
sectors, on the other hand, generated their income by eating up part of the income
provided by the basic productive sectors in exchange for providing them with services, such as banking, insurance, money markets, and trade. The latter were the
sectors that Bashar al-Assad directed reform measures and attention to, growing
and expanding them during his first 10 years of rule, in a more rapid and broader
manner than he did with other key sectors. A report was issued in October 2009
by the Economic Affairs Secretariat(1) of the Federation of Trade Unions in Syria,
a semi-official and non-independent organization. “The Syrian economy today,”
the report stated, “is dominated by capitalist production relations that are predominantly of rentier nature, in the interest of a specific social segment of society that
is getting richer, which has resulted in an imbalance in the distribution of income,
and a decline in the purchasing power of wages.”
While the rentier sectors grew, there was no growth in the agriculture sector,
which instead saw a decline. Thus, the state was unable to cope with the drought
seasons that struck the country for three years between 2007 and 2009. According
to the Journal of Environment & Development(2), “The estimates of the Syrian
government and a UN delegation dispatched to assess needs indicated that more
than 800,000 people affected by the drought lost most of their sources of income
and are living in severe distress. The drought led to the migration of between
40,000 and 60,000 families from their land to the outskirts of major cities, such
as Damascus and Aleppo, after losing most of their livelihoods.” In a speech he
delivered to the world Islamic Economic Forum in London at the end of October
2013, Britain’s Prince Charles commented on the issue. “The tragic conflict in
(1) A report issued in October 2009 by the Economic Affairs Secretariat of the Federation of Trade
Unions in Syria.
(2) Journal of Environment & Development, Issue 192-193, March, April, 2015. https://2u.pw/0BiO8
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Syria,” he said, “provides a terrifyingly graphic example, where a severe drought
for the last seven years has decimated Syria’s rural economy, driving many farmers off their fields into the cities where, already, food was in short supply. This
depletion of natural capital, inexplicably little reported in the Media, was a significant contributor to the social tension that exploded with such desperate results.”
These conditions have negatively affected Syria’s food security, which it had been
proud of for several years, transforming the country from a wheat-exporting country to a country that needs to import to meet its food needs.
The impacts of the drought, on the eastern region in particular, were due to the
state’s negligence of the development of the eastern region, which continued to
suffer the highest unemployment and poverty rates, amid the highest population
growth rates in Syria. The region produces all of Syria’s oil, and the majority of
its grains and cotton. Returns of these resources used to make their way to western Syria, in Damascus, Aleppo, and the coast. We can compare here between the
status of the Jazira after five decades of Baath rule, and its rise during the decades
of the 1930s and until the 1950s, before the Baath authority took power, for a clear
example of what this authority has done to this rich region(3).
One of the most prominent indications of the dysfunction of government policy
could be seen in how the broad trade liberalization took place without any returns
and by the will of Syria alone. In addition to the Greater Arab Free Trade Area
Agreement of 1997(4), and the Syrian-Turkish Partnership Agreement establishing
the free trade zone of 2005, the door to imports has been wide-open since 2005,
when it was hastily opened. “There is no clear policy in the field of trade liberalization, which came in a haste,”(5) without being accompanied by any programs
to support selected economic commodity and service sectors of great weight, importance, and capacity, chosen based on studies and scientific standards, or the
development of special programs for each of them to keep them afloat. So, goods
from China, Turkey, Europe and elsewhere have invaded the Syrian market, without reforming the customs sector, which is ravaged by corruption, and resembles
(3) For more information on the rise of the Jazira and its projects and products, read Muhammad Jamal
Barout’s “The Modern Historical Formation of the Syrian Jazira” issued by the Arab Center for Research and Policy Studies in 2013.
(4) In fact, liberalizing trade with Arab countries served the interests of Syria, because it opened Arab
markets to Syrian products, especially Gulf countries, Libya, Algeria, and Tunisia, but liberalizing trade
with Turkey, in the way it was done, constituted a heavy burden that affected Syrian industry.
(5) A report issued in October 2009 by the Economic Affairs Secretariat of the Federation of Trade
Unions in Syria.
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a house with holes in it which “thieves” could enter through forged certificates of
origin, cross-border smuggling, corrupt customs gates, or other convoluted ways
to evade custom duties. This led to severe damage in a number of Syrian manufacturing industries that employ hundreds of thousands of workers, such as textiles,
clothing, furnishings, and shoes.
Trade liberalization, the Syrian way, did not lead to the growth of exports faster
than imports, the supposed goal of liberalization, it did the opposite, seeing imports grow at the equivalent of twice the rate of exports. “Exports increased by
34% between 2005 and 2010, while imports increased by 62%.”(6) This led to the
increase of imported goods competing with Syrian goods, and by 2010, the trade
deficit had reached 243 billion Syrian lira, with 812 billion in imports and 596 in
exports(7).
The trade liberalization that took place in this manner represented an imbalance between the interests of industry and trade; it supported the merchants over
the manufacturers, and rent collectors over producers. Likewise, Syria’s transport
sector did not expand with cars produced with Syrian capital or through Syria
from Europe to Arab countries or vice versa. Rather, Syria mostly continued to
export non-Syrian cars. The country’s transit trade sector, which is run by Syrian
companies, also did not grow, creating a surplus to benefit citizens and the overall
economy.
The economic policy did not lead to enough growth in the construction sector
to provide an adequate supply of housing for different groups, especially broader segments of society. Instead, it led to a decline in the role of the cooperative
sector, which had been greatly contributing to securing housing for low-income
groups. The state then stopped granting land plots to cooperative NGOs and began
liberalizing the private real estate sector, in a clear example of favoring the interests of narrow rich groups over those of the broad productive masses.
Housing prices in Syria jumped to higher rates than in countries where the average per capita income was several times its level in Syria. This was in addition to
the absolute chaos resulted from the spread of illegal buildings or “slums,” a phenomenon the Syrian government has for decades not been able to contain, with its

(6) ‘The Social Origins of the Uprising,’ by Samir Seifan and others, Arab Center for Research and
Policy Studies, 2013, page 116.
(7) Ibid, page 117.
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ultiple, irreparable damages(8). According to the general population and housing
census of 2004, the number of illegal housing units in urban areas amounted to
about 483,200, or 25.1% of the total number of housing units in urban areas, with
2.4 million people residing in them, or 25% of the urban population(9).
The country’s tourism sector also did not grow enough to attract a large number of tourists, despite the tremendous opportunities to develop the sector, while
the accommodation capacity for tourists only saw very insignificant growth. The
scientific research sector, even agricultural scientific research, also did not grow
in cooperation with research institutions in developed countries. So, the country’s
scientific capacity remained backward, and Syria continued to suffer sever technological and scientific dependency. The health sector also did not develop into
a sector that was capable of improving health services for Syrians, exporting its
medical services abroad, and generating income for Syrians and the overall economy. It is estimated that thousands of Syrians used to travel to Jordan on an annual
basis for medical care, with an average spending of about $10,000 per patient.
The development of service sectors was also not carried out in a way that promoted productive growth, as the contribution of private banks, the most important part of the financial sector, remained very modest until 2010 when it came to
financing investments. Private banks generally do not lend to private investment
projects(10), they instead focus on financing trade and retail, contributing to stimulating consumption, but when high deposits created an overflow in both the hard
currency and lira liquidity of private banks, they began investing the hard currency the citizens were depositing abroad. This was in contrast to the goal for which
the banks were established, which was to finance development and finance and
invest in basic income-producing economic sectors.

(8) Slums were not limited to the poor that lived on the outskirts of cities. Yafour and Saboura, two
suburbs near Damascus, saw a wide spread of illegal buildings be developed for the rich with large villas surrounded by large gardens worth a few million to tens of millions of dollars. Senior state officials,
private sector businessmen, and even ambassadors resided in these areas, which lacked organization and
services and constituted of narrow streets without spaces or facilities. It is the mentality of the regime.
(9) The Third National Report of the Millennium Development Goals 2010: http://www.arabstates.
undp.org/content/dam/rbas/report/MDGR-FINAL-TO-PRINTarabic.pdf
(10) In many of my previous personal conversations with the managers of a number of private banks,
their justification for not granting large investment loans to the private sector to be repaid over several
years was the corruption of the Syrian judiciary, which could impede any action the bank might take
against insolvent and delayed payments; private business owners can easily bribe the court to suspend
rulings against them, but banks cannot do the same.
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The Syrian authority delayed administrative and judicial reform for obvious
reasons. Sending more than one mission to Syria between 2002 and 2004, France
expressed its readiness to assist Syria with these reforms(11), which are imperative
to improve the investment climate, aid economic development, and improve the
quality of life. Similarly, the European Union also sought, through technical assistance projects, to help Syria with administrative and public sector reform, as well
as the ability to formulate economic policies. However, all these efforts remained
far from influential; the Syrian administration remained bureaucratic, tax and customs evasion remained very high, and the massive public sector continued to be
a place for wasted energies and huge annual losses.
An unpublished government report from 2008(12) on the country’s economic
performance showed that public sector losses in 2007 came at about 363,083 million Syrian lira, or about $7.5 billion. The bulk of these losses were due to fuel,
electricity, and bread subsidies. The losses did not stop there, manufacturing companies (textile, food, chemicals, engineering, and cement) also recorded losses
amounting to 2,680 million lira. Likewise, agricultural and industrial banks also
recorded losses in the same year, amounting to 916 million lira. The government’s
contracting sector also recorded losses amounting to 3,182 million lira, although
about half of the companies were not included in the report. The Syrian state has
about 250 public production and service companies, eight of which achieve large
profits, such as telecommunications, commercial banking, and tobacco, while
most record losses, and only a few are balanced. All these losses were a result of
squandering, corruption, and mismanagement. The report of the Economic Affairs
Secretariat of the Federation of Trade Unions presented a harsh evaluation of the
government’s policy towards reforming the public sector, saying, “The public sector in Syria is still facing difficulties that are constantly deepening, as a result of a
number of factors, the most prominent of which was, at the time, the raging fever
of competition from the private sector and imported goods, as a result of the hasty
liberalization to foreign markets, without reforming the sector first. Among the
most prominent sectors that were exposed to losses were the companies affiliated
with the General Organization for Textile Industries, which included 18 losing
companies in 2007, seven profitable ones, and two neutral ones. Losses jumped
(11) French President Jacques Chirac was the first to receive Bashar al-Assad at the Elysee Palace in
1999 before he assumed the presidency. There was French interest in his presidency, and Chirac hoped
to develop better relations between the two countries. However, Chirac and the French soon discovered
that they had pinned their hopes in the wrong place, and a dispute arose when Bashar al-Assad did not
fulfill his promise to award gas fields in southwest Palmyra to the French company, Total. Relations
deteriorated until 2007 when Sarkozy came to power.
(12) An unpublished government report from 2008.
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from 430 million lira in 2006 to 987 million in 2007.”(13)
In light of this, the government was forced to use part of the state reserves to
cover some of the budget deficit and meet its liquidity needs. As for the rest of
the budget deficit, it was plugged in ways that had harmful social impacts, that is,
by reducing investment spending and government support for basic commodities,
especially energy, without compensating low wage earners for the full effect of
the price hikes and high inflation that occurred and still occur. This has created
harmful social impacts that will have future negative consequences.
Another imbalance worth noting is the one between wages and prices, because
the latter have been floated while the former have not. In the 60s and 70s, wages
were low, but so were the prices of basic goods and services, of which some were
free. Then one of the two sides of the equation was floated, that is the prices of
goods and services, at the same time that subsidies were curbed, while the basic structure of the previous wage system remained the same, without equivalent
compensatory measures. This took place amid pressure from the business sector
and in an attempt to reduce costs and treasury expenditures, instead of working
to increase treasury revenues by combating tax and customs evasion and raising
productivity.
The result is that poverty rates rose in 2007 to 33.2%, according to the national poverty line, and included about 5.3 billion people, of whom 12.3% lived in
extreme poverty. Conditions were particularly grim in the eastern region, where
the extreme poverty rate was 15%(14). Another imbalance could be seen in the
distribution of output; wages declined and profit shares went up, and were split
over fewer and fewer heads, as the government refrained from publishing data on
the distribution. This is evident in the growth of lavish consumption, which acts
as a superficial frontal crust, behind which hides the increasing misery. The State
Trade Union Federation report showed that, “The lack of justice in income distribution leads to the widening of poverty. The number of people living in poverty
in Syria is estimated at about 5.3 million people. These people are living on less
than 90 Syrian lira per day, that they are using for housing, healthcare, education,
food, transportation, clothing, etc. The minimum living standards recognized by
the government is 25,000 lira per month, while the average monthly wage is 9,000
(13) A report issued in October 2009 by the Economic Affairs Secretariat of the Federation of Trade
Unions in Syria.
(14) The Third National Report of the Millennium Development Goals 2010: http://www.arabstates.
undp.org/content/dam/rbas/report/MDGR-FINAL-TO-PRINTarabic.pdf
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lira. By subtracting the two numbers, we conclude that the minimum difference
between what a Syrian family needs per month and what it makes is 16,000 Syrian
lira.”(15)
It is accepted that the evaluation of any policy should be measured by its results,
and unpublished government reports, including the ‘Midterm Review Report for
the Tenth Five-Year Plan 2006-2010’(16) actually agreed with the above-mentioned
evaluation. This was a report prepared by the State Planning Commission itself,
but it was never published because the regime’s policy was to conceal real results,
and announce opposite ones.
The report showed that the agricultural sector declined sharply in 2007, and
was expected to continue to decline in 2008. Both the private and public investment decreased by 12%. The domestic saving ratio to GDP declined by 18%, as
an average between 2006 and 2008, whereas the national economy needs at least
25-30% as an investment rate, with a return of at least 20% in order to achieve a
growth rate between 5-6%. Labor productivity, concluded by dividing the value
of output by the number of employees, reached 245,000 and 257,000 Syrian lira
per year in 2006 and 2007 respectively, or about $5000 per year, which is a modest value. Labor shares decreased in 2007 to 30% of the GDP, whereas ownership
shares reached 70%; a distribution indicating a decline in social justice in income
distribution. The proportion of the population living below the extreme poverty
line also increased from 11.3% in 2004 to 12.2% in 2007, while the proportion
of the population living below the general poverty line increased from 30% to
34.5%(17). This indicates the weakness of the social aspect of the policies that
were presented in the 10th five-year plan, which tended to be liberal in nature, in
response to the interests of the rising rentier elites, without taking into account the
social aspect and the interests of broader and vulnerable groups in Syria.
This economic policy explains the core of why anti-regime demonstrations
erupted in the spring of 2011 in the poor neighborhoods of cities and the countryside. The policies of the Baath regime, in the 60s and 70s, focused on supporting
low-income groups— expanding services such as education, healthcare, and the
road network, providing electricity to poor neighborhoods and remote villages,
(15) A report issued in October 2009 by the Economic Affairs Secretariat of the Federation of Trade
Unions in Syria.
(16) Midterm Review Report for the Tenth Five-Year Plan 2006-2010
(17) The extreme poverty line indicates an income of less than $1 per day per person, while the general
poverty line indicates the per capita income of less than $2 per day.
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supporting agriculture, subsidizing basic commodities, and expanding countryside consumption. This has helped the regime mobilize the rural and urban poor
sectors, at a time where it was fighting the Muslim Brotherhood, but the state did
not maintain this momentum. It has failed to continue to push forward with these
types of policies.
After the leaders of the new authority established themselves in the city, they
forgot their rural origins, as the city was the center of power. The advantages of
agricultural reform and policies eroded, especially with the start of the mid-1980s
crisis, and the countryside returned to suffering from a lack of services and jobs.
The gaps between the countryside and main cities returned to growing, as did the
gaps between the poor and wealthy neighborhoods in the city. Meanwhile, Damascus and Aleppo remained the two main poles, in which state institutions and
projects, jobs, and investment opportunities, were concentrated and centralized.
Even private sector investments were mainly concentrated in the cities of Damascus and Aleppo, followed by Homs and Latakia to some extent, while rural areas
and small cities remained neglected. This led to a large migration movement from
the countryside to the city, as well as Gulf countries, in search for job opportunities, a movement that the regime was unable to stop. This led to some negative
impacts on the countryside, especially in the eastern parts of Syria. Also, as main
cities failed to absorb the large number of migrants, large slums that lacked the
most basic conditions of civilization were formed around these cities.
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Suppositions from the Syrian case

The Syrian case provides a diagnostic model for military rule in a number of
other countries, such as Iraq, Egypt, Libya, Algeria, Yemen, and Sudan. That is,
those countries in which similar military coups seized power under the slogans
of social justice, socialism, and Arab unity, as happened in other countries of the
world that followed a political and economic agenda, such as the totalitarian Iranian military regime.
These countries that establish a totalitarian regime and an invasive state that
devours all aspects of society succeed in their early years in creating economic
and social mobilization through their populist policies, taking advantage of the
accumulated anger at the policies of the fragile national bourgeois, and a popular
desire for change. They also benefit from the effects of the measures they roll out
during their first years of rule, which create a wide popular movement that allows
the masses to climb the social ladder. In return, they began to concentrate the economic by virtue of their positions in politics and the economy.
But these regimes fail in the medium and long terms, because they impound
the forces of society and prevent the generation of new energies, thus destroying
society and the capabilities of the people of these trapped nations. This type of regime has given similar results in Egypt, Iraq, Libya, Algeria, and Yemen, despite
the differences in the religious and sectarian origins of these countries’ rulers. The
economic failure of these regimes is not due to their imposition of an authoritarian
political system that takes away political freedoms, but rather to the state’s hegemony over the economy. There has been experiences of authoritarian political regimes that were able to achieve economic development by leaving the economy to
the private sector, guiding and helping it only. Among the most prominent of these
experiences are those of South Korea and Singapore. Indeed, the experience of
China, which has achieved impressive successes since 1978, shows that achieving success came hand in hand with allowing space for the private sector to grow,
despite the country’s authoritarian political system, which remained unchanged.
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